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សមរមយ  appropriate; fitting 
រជករអណពយបល  “royal service of the protectorate”  (technically,  
Cambodia was a protectorate of the French, and not a colony) 
ចងេរកៀក  to tie up tightly 
េនេរកមនឹមែដក  “under the iron yoke” 

An Excerpt from An Excerpt from An Excerpt from An Excerpt from « « « « េរកមេរកមេរកមេរកមតណំក់តណំក់តណំក់តណំកទ់កឹទកឹទកឹទកឹេភលៀងេភលៀងេភលៀងេភលៀង    »»»»        by by by by អ៊ុំអ៊ុអំ ៊ុំអ៊ុ_ំ___សផុនីសផុនីសផុនីសផុនី    
At this point in the novel, the protagonist describes the scene of the first new 
year’s since liberation from the Khmer Rouge (April, 1979).  In the village where 
she is, people are still stumbling in, finally returning to their lives after being taken 
so far away.  She focuses on her fascination and wonder at the simple sounds of 
“normalcy” and celebration all around her, in a daze after living through 3 1/2 
years of hardship and seeing society turned on its head: 
 

Multimedia Lesson Thirteen: Multimedia Lesson Thirteen: Multimedia Lesson Thirteen: Multimedia Lesson Thirteen:     Documenting Life Under the KhmerDocumenting Life Under the KhmerDocumenting Life Under the KhmerDocumenting Life Under the Khmer    RougeRougeRougeRouge    
In this lesson, on disk # 2 of your Course Multi-
media CD-ROM, you’ll find an interview with a 
fascinating woman, who kept meticulous re-
cords of her time living under the Pol Pot regime, including a diary  
which she wrote in every single day and later adapted into a novel.  On page 
286 is an excerpt from the novel, which corresponds to an excerpt from the 
diary which she reads on the video.  Each version is slightly different.  Make 
sure you prepare the questions in this lesson for discussion in class. 
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ៃថងែសអក  ជៃថងចលូឆន ដំបូងំ . . .របធនភមិូន ំ
គន េធវនំបញច កុ   ទទលួអនកែដលេទបមកពីរត.់ 
. .សនរូ តបលជ់ននំ់បញច កុ ពីេរះកនងុ ចតិ តខ ញំអុវី
េម៉លះេទ. . .េគនគំន េដរ េលងពីផទះមួយេទផទះ
មួយ. . .សរួសខុទកុខគន   ែចករែំលកអងករគន   ។    
ងកេទខងេណះ  កឮ៏ែតសំេឡងេសច

កអ កកអ យ. . .ងកេទខងេណះ  កឮ៏ែតសំេឡងេខ ញៀវេខ ញវខញ រកង
រពំង  ែលងសង តរ់ជងំដចូសមសនេទៀតេហយ  ។ 
 

េពលយប.់ . .តមរលកធតអុកស. . .ខ ញំឮុសំេឡងតរនតរីបៃពណី
េលវយពីនយឆង យ. . .ខ ញំឈុរសត បភ់ងំ. . .ទងំពុំយលពី់េហតុ
ករណ៍ែដលកនលងផតុេទ. . .ជនួកលខ ញំនឹុកគតិថ៖   ខ ញំយុលស់បតេិទ
ដងឹ. . .ខ ញំហុកមិ់នចងេ់ជឿខ លនួឯងេទ. . .ខ ញំឬុកមិ៏នែមនខ ញំ.ុ . .ខ ញំេុនទី
ណ. . .ចះុ. . . . . . . .េមកង  បទបញជ កដត៏ងឹរងឹ. . .ករងរដយ៉៏ប់
យុឺន  េទណអសេ់ហយ  ចះុ  េហតអុវីកឮ៏សំេឡងេភលង. . .
សំេណ ចកអ កកអ យេទវញិ. . .គពឺនលឺេសរភីពរះចញិច ចកនងុ េបះដងូ
ខ ញំ.ុ . . 
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VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary    
សនរូ   =   សំេឡង 
កអ កកអ យ  the sound of laughter 
េខ ញៀវខញ រ  shrill; piercing 
កងរពំង  tumultuously 
រជងំ  intensifier for states of quiet or calm 
សមសន  deserted place in the forest where nobody lives 
េលវយ ៗ  lilting 
នយឆង យ  refers to the [male] singer of the music she hears; he 
( សុិន_សុីសមុត ) is “far away” now because he belongs to a 
bygone era, and he’s dead 
ភងំ  to have a mental lapse; to go blank 
េមកង  work group leader (Khmer Rouge terminology) 
ចញិច ច  brilliantly 

េបះឈងូ , a 
new year’s court-
ship game 


